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YOUTH AND THE SOCIAL IMAGINATION IN AFRICA:
INTRODUCTION TO PARTS 1 AND 2

DEBORAH DURHAM
Sweet Briar College

Youth are an increasingly compelling subject for study in Africa, entering into political space
in highly complex ways. To pay attention to youth is to pay close attention to the topology of
the social landscape—to power and agency; public, national, and domestic spaces and identi-
ties, and their articulation and disjunctures; memory, history, and sense of change; globaliza-
tion and governance; gender and class. In this introduction to the articles in Part 1 (this is-
sue) and Part 2 (October issue), I draw attention to how youth is constructed as a
problematic category and how it acts as a ‘‘social shifter’’ engaging the social imagination, to
how youth contributes to generational debates and constructions, and to how consideration of
youth challenges our thinking about agency. [youth, Africa, generations, agency]

Recently, Jean and John Comaroff wrote abouttexts of political definition.
South Africa that ‘‘the dominant line of cleavage To argue, as the Comaroffs do, that youth are
here has become generation’’ (1999: 284) and thatthe focus of a generational cleavage, to examine
youth in particular are the focus of rapid shifts in their potential for social and political sabotage, and
postcolonial and global economy and society. In the to understand them neither as autonomous liberal ac-
‘‘occult economies’’ of the region the potency and tors nor as overdetermined victims, we need to ex-
potential of youth are extracted to sustain the power amine very carefully three sets of questions. One is
of those in authority while young people themselves the persistent puzzle in anthropology, and indeed in
feel increasingly unable to attain the promises of the many of the societies these articles examine: what,
new economy and society. Across the continent, in or who, is youth? For beyond the important observa-
Niger in May 2000, a similar sense of a crisis of tion that different societies do define and demarcate
promise and frustration prompted secondary-school youth differently, even within a society people of a
students to riot, burning tires and barricading streets, wide range of ages are often treated as youth, and
protesting a shortened school year and the prospect people of a wide range of ages claim the space of
of failing exams.1 This was only the latest in a series youth, at specific times and in specific places. As
of youth demonstrations and riots that date back to we ask these questions, we also need to examine
the pro-democracy struggles in Francophone Africa very closely the related notion of generations, used
in the late 1980s and early 1990s and widely re- by the Comaroffs and others to speak to rapid shifts
ported in issues of Jeune Afrique Èconomie. The in experience that create age-conscious cohorts. In
June 2000 issue of Scientific American features a sociological understandings the concept of genera-
story ‘‘Children of the Gun’’ (Boothby and Knudson tions links the more static structural idea of age-
2000). Its lead picture depicts young boys in Congo/grades with history and processes that go beyond
Zaire, dressed in khakis and crowned with circlets of mechanical life-courses and social reproduction. The
leaves from the bush, signs of uncontained power concept of generations also speaks to the discipli-
and the undomesticated wild, automatic weaponsnary, hegemonic, and counter-hegemonic processes
hanging from their backs—images seen all too often through which social categories (like ‘‘youth’’) are
in media representations from across Africa of late.presented as homogeneous (see Mannheim 1952;
Caught up in these reports are cross-cutting images Wohl 1979), absorbing and erasing all sorts of dif-
of youth as victims of circumstance and the manipu- ferences. And third, we need to ask what kind of po-
lations of older people in power, and also images oflitical space youth participate in either broadly
youth as unruly, destructive, and dangerous forces across cultures or specifically in local understand-
needing containment. Traversing these notions, youthings, how that participation depends on different
enter political space as saboteurs; their potential for kinds of agency, and how that participation comes to
political sabotage2 comes from their incomplete sub- challenge, defer to, or sometimes effectively sabo-
jugation to contexts and co-opters, and to their own tage other political spaces. These questions, salient
power for action, response, and subversion in con-for studies of youth anywhere, are particularly
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sharply posed for studies of youth in Africa. There, the central point from which to examine these con-
the impact of globalization and tensions betweenjunctures, yet youth, in many regards, are central to
continuity and change are particularly acute. Dis- negotiating continuity and change in any context.
enchanted states and both decayed and novel institu-The authors of the following articles took up this
tions produce new spaces for political assertion and challenge for a session at the 1998 annual meetings
the creation of identities. The promise of modernity of the American Anthropological Association, and in
offers an array of contradictions and disenchant-doing so open new vistas on society, power, and po-
ments, and wars and their aftermath leave both con- litical life.
tinuities and changes to be negotiated. People who might be considered ‘‘youth’’ form

Youth as a historically constructed social cate- an increasing proportion of the African population.
gory, as a relational concept, and youth as a group Fertility rates in Africa seem always to have been
of actors, form an especially sharp lens throughhigh (Bledsoe and Cohen 1993): the United Nations
which social forces are focused in Africa, as in reported in 1998 that the population growth rate in
much of the world. Through this lens, relations and Africa in was 2.4% (as compared with a world rate
constructions of power are refracted, recombined, of 1.3%), with some countries ranging well above
and reproduced, as people make claims on each3%. Decreases in infant and child mortality, com-
other based on age—claims that are reciprocal but bined with high growth rates, mean that the distribu-
asymmetrical. The symbolic dimensions of per- tion of the population is heavily skewed towards
sonhood and agency take on particular saliency as younger people. Forty-three percent of the popula-
the nature and roles of youth are debated in domes- tion in Africa in this 1998 report was under 15 years
tic situations, villages, or in relationship to national old, and only 5% was 65 or older, again with varia-
society. Youth figure centrally in debates and trans- tion between different countries.3 Shifts in the popu-
formations in membership, belonging, and the hy- lation distribution curve, and increasing numbers of
bridization of identities—memberships in family and very young people, may prompt re-consideration of
kin groups, in ethnic groups, and in the state. Youth categories of child, youth, adult, or elder. This is es-
are particularly sensitive to transformations in the pecially the case under modern state regimes whose
economy as their activities, prospects, and ambitions initiatives and whose control over the population de-

pend upon defining it through categories like theseare dislocated and redirected. New forms of political
(cf. Scott 1998). The appearance of this ‘‘modern’’participation and authority exclude and include youth
state itself, however, is part of an array of changesin novel ways, and debates about those forms are
in the social, economic, political, and cultural condi-debates about the nature of citizenship, responsibili-
tions that have affected the ways in which peopleties, and the moral, immoral, and amoral nature of
think about age categories, and the ways in whichsocial action, issues particularly acute for youth,
people struggle to recognize themselves in relationwhose memberships are rapidly changing and multi-
to society. It affects the ways they are able to imag-ple. Changing technologies of governance, often
ine the contours of that society.shaped through western discourses and the knowl-

edge industries of social science, target and redefine Youth have certainly not been absent from the
youth through schools and other educational initia- anthropology of Africa, but attention to them has
tives, through programs on health and sexuality, and been sporadic and too often secondary. British an-
through attempts to control population movements. thropology, which dominated African studies in its
And the movement of western discourses on youth formative period, with a focus upon political order,
through various institutions and personnel, to which or upon maximal cultural knowledge, often cast
youth are framed both as prototypical consumers and young people in a supporting role. For example, Ev-
as prototypical social problem, condenses many of ans-Pritchard’s classic ethnography The Nuer (1940)
the critical issues of globalization and historical con- looked specifically at youth in two ways. First, the
juncture. Moving through these conjunctures, recon-songs and names of young people illustrated the
figuring webs of power, reinventing personhood and general cultural elaboration of cattle in Nuer culture
agency, youth stand at the center of the dynamic im- as a whole; here, the imaginative self-creation of
agination of the African social landscape. While an- young people (primarily males) represented the cul-
thropologists have not neglected youth in ethnogra- tural obsessions of the whole society (see Hutchin-
phies of Africa, youth have too often featured in a son 1996 for more on Nuer youth, including girls).
supporting role. Youth have rarely been studied asSecond, almost as an appendix, in the very last
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chapter, Evans-Pritchard described the age-gradesstudy by Corinne Kratz (1994) emphasizing the
into which young men were initiated as a further il- performative quality of gender and youth (a quality
lustration of the relational structural principles of so- confirmed in the articles here and in the next issue).
cial order that he had described for lineages and po- Many studies of initiations pursue further the ambi-
litical units. Here, the organization of people into guities and contradictions they enfolded: Jean La-
groups related to one another by age relations servedFontaine’s (1977) essay, for example, vividly de-
to regulate social interaction by organizing people scribed the arguments over power and knowledge
relationally. that set initiates off against their elders (see also

Comaroff 1985). Marc Schloss’ (1988) study of Eh-Nuer age groups as described by Evans-
ing initiations, which take place only every twenty-Pritchard are characteristic of many East African
five years, also described how age categories werepastoral societies. These age cohorts were created in
associated with certain forms of knowledge, in par-communal rites and performances that spanned dif-
ticular gendered knowledge that gave (categorical)ferent villages and, sometimes, different ‘‘tribes’’
adults the ability to reproduce. His study also raised(see Baxter and Almagor 1978). The same was true
the problem of how age categories could run intoof some southern African ones as well (the age vil-
contradictions when older men, not yet initiated intolages described by Wilson [1951], where age sup-
the rights of adulthood, had established a fairplants other forms as the ‘‘skeleton of structure’’ are
amount of economic independence. All of thesean extreme form). Meyer Fortes brought the struc-
studies affirmed the long-held anthropological princi-tural study of age into the household. Fortes’ (1945)
ple that social categories are culturally constructed,study of Tallensi clans and lineages, which also es-
and that these constructions are often contradictory.tablished patterns for structural social analysis, em-
The later ones added the dimension of power: howphasized the role of elders and the shrines they
youth were created through the exercise of powermaintained in sustaining the system of corporate
and claims to knowledge of elders. Power was alsogroups that defined Tale social order. Like Evans-
critical to Claude Meillassoux’s (1981) Marxist studyPritchard, Fortes wrote a second study of the domes-
of social reproduction, which recalls Fortes’ observa-tic sphere. Fortes’ (1949) domestic study emphasized
tions on the subordination of the young by the old,the orientations of individuals to others around them,
but which focuses much more closely on economicand among these were the important relations of
relations and on the socioeconomic transformationsmen to their fathers. Within the structure provided
of colonial and postcolonial economy. In his studyby clans and lineages, these relations were character-
older members of society effectively createdized by mutual corporate interests and identifica-

tion—but the structure, from the inside, also set son subordinate groups such as women and youth, and
against father and father against son. The rights andcontrolled productive and reproductive resources
privileges of elders were accomplished through thethrough claims on the labor of these groups (cf.
continuing subordination of sons, and the possibilityReynolds 1991, who describes the agency attributed
of lineage segmentation by juniors threatened theand rights allocated to children in the course of such
unifying practices of the elders. The conflict itself socioeconomic process).
was produced by the corporate and segmentary And so, if youth is both relational and cultur-
structure, but the conflict between elders and youthally constructed, even possibly a social effect of
was experienced in individual terms. power, how can we propose it as a general topic for

Evans-Pritchard’s description of initiation as the investigation? Some concept of age categories or life
moment in which age cohorts are created, age dis-stage categories does seem relevant everywhere. One
tinctions reproduced culturally, and cultural and so-solution has been to define youth with reference to
cial identity literally inscribed (in the form of fore- biosocial stages of a universal life course: infancy,
head scarification) onto the initiates is consonantchildhood, adolescence, youth, and adulthood. But
with many other studies of how age transitions areother cultures do not, in fact, link ‘‘youth’’ in partic-
constituted in rites of passage in Africa. Such ritesular to biosocial stages—girls may become youth
are often now supplanted by labor migration, well before the onset of puberty or much later in
schools, or participation in civil wars. One thinks of their 20s, and young males may continue to be
Audrey Richards’ exceptional study of gender andyouth long into their 30s or 40s. Schlegel and Barry
age in Bemba girls’ initiations, Chisungu (1956), the (1991) distinguish childhood as a period of depen-
various works of Victor Turner, or the more recent dency, subordination, and asexual social identity.
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Adolescence, tied in variable ways to physiological tence of childhood (and youth/adolescence) at other
hormonal processes, is a period of developing sexual times in European history. While both these studies
identity, increased independence, and learning adult have been challenged (Freeman 1983; Wilson 1980),
social roles, though often in liminal contexts. Schle- their authors set an agenda which many researchers
gel and Barry then note that ‘‘youth,’’ a period in have pursued in different ways in the decades since,
their schema following adolescence, is not alwaysespecially in youth-conscious studies of western so-
present and is characteristically an stage of earlycieties. Indeed, since the turn of the century, sociolo-
adulthood, in which people have many of the char- gists, anthropologists, and psychologists have been
acteristics of adults but are still not accorded all of investigating the experience of adolescence and
the rights and responsibilities. Youth, in this ap- youth in the west. Historians, in particular, have
proach, stands out from the preceding periods in that traced how throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth
it is entirely a sociocultural construct. And a prob- centuries, changes in the structures of the economy,
lematic one: two of the following articles stretch the family, local community, and state were refracted in
concept to its very limits. If we take as a rough setchildhood and youth (see especially Gillis 1974;
of guidelines the idea that ‘‘youth’’ most often are Kett 1977), and how these categories became at
(1) those (either by their own claims, or by the im- once more ambiguous and more the focus of moral,
positions of others) who straddle kin-based, domestic community, state, and indeed disciplinary attention.
space and wider public spheres; (2) those who have As Foucault (1979) suggests, youth as they become
gained some level of recognized autonomy and take defined as a concrete category of social analysis be-
up public roles, but are still also dependents and notcome increasingly a socially problematic category,
yet able to command the labor of others as superiors and studies of youth are too often studies of devi-
themselves; (3) those who can be expected to actance or of problems needing programmatic
upon their social world and not just be the recipients intervention.
of action, but whose actions are often conceptualized Instead of providing a definition of youth, con-
as straddling (or linking) the social and a-social (bi- tributors to these issues think of youth less as a spe-
ological, natural exotic domains), we conclude cific age group, or cohort, but as a social
(again) with a very shifty category that seems to fit ‘‘shifter’’—a term borrowed from linguistics (see
many people at some time but no one consistently.Silverstein 1976; Jakobson 1971; see also Durham
Gottlieb (this issue) asks what might be the lower1998). A shifter is a special kind of deictic or index-
limit on such a conceptualization, arguing that evenical term, a term that works not through absolute
infants can demonstrate an agency outside the do-referentiality to a fixed context, but one that relates
mestic sphere typically associated with adults, or atthe speaker to a relational, or indexical, context
least youth. Rasmussen (this issue), on the other(‘‘here’’ or ‘‘us’’ are such terms). A shifter has the
hand, examines the shifting space of performance incapability of sometimes going further and bringing
which youth and maturity can be claimed, in which into discursive awareness the metalinguistic features
the way you dance or sing and where and how mayof the conversation—that is, it can go beyond imme-
do as much as one’s social history or actual age.diate relationships being negotiated and draw atten-
Furthermore, we must always remember that the lo-tion to the structure and its categories that produce
cal nature, definition, and experience of youth is or enable the encounter. As people bring the concept
everywhere and at all times quite different for differ- of youth to bear on situations, they situate them-
ent gender, class, or occupational groups (cf. Ben-selves in a social landscape of power, rights, expec-
Amos 1994, McRobbie 1991), a point made cen-tations, and relationships—indexing both themselves
trally by Bastian (this issue). and the topology of that social landscape. They do

so not necessarily, as the following essays so trench-If one of the problems that plagues the anthro-
antly illustrate, in a static manner, but in a dynamic,pology of youth is a consistent definition, we have
contestive, and imaginative way. Shifters worknot, in fact, tried to define ‘‘youth’’ as a universal
metalinguistically, drawing attention to specific rela-term for this collection of articles. Margaret Mead
tions within a structure of relations, to the structure(1928) vividly described how the experience of ado-
itself. This seems to be particularly the case with thelescence—a biosocial concept—varied between the
mobilization of the idea of ‘‘youth’’ in social life. InUnited States and Samoa, and between different gen-
recognizing, experiencing, or disputing youth inder, class, and residential settings in Samoa. And
everyday life, people draw attention to the ways re-Ari ès (1962) questioned the meaning and even exis-
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lations are situated in fields of power, knowledge, or perpetrators of violence? Consonant with the idea
rights, notions of agency and personhood. In musical of agency as something forged precariously between
performances, youth drama, child abductions for different discursive possibilities, West (in Part 2) ex-
witchcraft, the raising of infants, the healing and amines how young women who fought in
converting of the young, or recalling of a youth Mozambique reflect on their contributions. They in-
spent in the war zones (all cases treated in Parts 1 sert themselves into the ideological discourses that
and 2), people speak directly to the question in their shaped the war, and use them to counter attempts to
societies of what is power, what is agency and of marginalize them from active engagements. But
what kinds is it, and how rights are to be negotiated. West also challenges the idea that agency borrowed
To imagine youth, and to imagine the concept rela-from multiple discursive fields can be finally em-
tionally, is to imagine the grounds and forces of powering. For these young women, too many self-
sociality. authorings in contexts of such overwhelming flux

and indeterminacy seem to have undermined theirOne of these grounds that has occupied anthro-
ability to claim maturity and full adulthood after thepologists much of late, and has entered focally into
war. West also raises important questions about howstudies of youth (cf. Amit-Talai and Wulff 1995), is
the ex-combatants imagine youth afterwards: are thethe concept of agency. Under the influence of a
claims to agency, to youth’s power, and to newpostmodernist notion of the subject, the idea of
generational consciousness easily sustained? How isagency no longer can refer simply to the ability of a
memory, and particular ‘‘memory in the postcolony’’person to act autonomously, or to exercise direct
(cf. Werbner 1998), part of the constitution of gener-power over another. One poststructuralist suggestion
ational consciousness, ideas of youth, and socialis to consider ‘‘agency’’ the act, exercised by people
deictics?through the various and contradictory discourses

through which they are constituted, to ‘‘author’’ a But there are other ways to interrogate the no-
positioned self or person at particular moments or tion of agency and person, as well. It may be a mis-
encounters (Davies 1991). Such a concept suits stud-take to consider ‘‘agency’’ a unitary phenomenon.
ies of late modern/postmodern youth, and particu-Not only may agency link different discursive fields,
larly deictical studies of youth, well, and indeed but it may indeed take different form and be exer-
meshes with some earlier conceptualizations. For ex-cised differently in different spheres. The kinds of
ample, Erik Erikson (1968) posited youth/adoles- agency exercised within a domestic space, for exam-
cence as a period in which people experimentedple, may differ significantly from the possibilities for
with different roles—clearly, in the terms above, an its realization and exercise in, say, the national
agentive act at the intersection of possible fields ofsphere, or in different institutional spaces such as
self-authoring. There is a strong flavor of consumer-schools (see Nyamnjoh 2000). This is, indeed, a pri-
ism in this approach (see, for example, Hall and Jef-mary lesson of Gottlieb’s argument that babies ex-
ferson 1976), quite appropriate for a world in which hibit some forms of agency associated by us, and by
consumerist practices and their affiliated (liberalist) Beng, with adulthood. It is an idea, and a problem,
notions of the person (see Lipovetsky 1994), self-that is addressed, and particularly acutely, I think, by
authoring perhaps, are rapidly globalizing. And it is West, Bastian, and Gable (in Part 2). Bastian, for ex-
this consumerist space, and a new logic of the per-ample, describes the struggles and transformations
son as agent and author, that shapes the debates andinvolved in the establishment of schools in Igboland
practices of the young people in Stambach’s studyby Christian missionaries. Such schools were predi-
(in Part 2, to appear in the October issue) of born-cated upon the creation of a category of young peo-
again revival camps. As she points out, there is anple, or youth, that would be ‘‘properly liminal’’ and
ironic counterpoint between assumptions about agen-subject to the transformative Christianizing initia-
tive possibilities for self-creation that allow and mo- tives that took place at the intersection of status,
tivate born-again movements; but these assumptionsnovel class formations, and gender. As these initia-
parallel the consumerist practices, the over-tives took shape, Christians specifically reconstructed
production of novel selves, that the revival was at-gender, building a group of women converts whose
tempting to counter. lives were organized around domesticity and assist-

Warfare is one of the sites where the agentive ing their evangelist husbands. The young Igbo wo-
nature of young people is most ambiguous (see men acted through the contradictions of the new
Richards 1996; Mokwena 1992). Are youth victims generational imaginings: simultaneously trained for
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subjection both to their Christian husbands and toforms of knowledge have proliferated, and claims to
the new Christian morality, they were also through them, control of them, and attempts to legitimate or
that morality encouraged to ‘‘wield new powers’’ delegitimate them are central to discourses of social
anchored in bourgeois domesticity. power, and to the destabilization of arenas in which

agency is realized. Burke (in the October issue), inGable, like Bastian and many of the others,
Botswana, sees forms of knowledge at the heart ofconnects agency with morality: one of the character-
distinctions and conflicts between young and old.istic acts of Manjako youth in the present and the
Youth claim extensive knowledge that may or maypast has been to exert themselves publicly for a
not be part of seniors’ repertoire—school-basedmoral local society, an exertion tied to the public
knowledge, knowledge of bureaucracy, scientific ag-and economic services that they also perform. The
riculture, and the means to ‘‘progress.’’ But they areselfishness of elders, and of those in power or with
significantly ignorant of social knowledges that areriches, is counterposed to the interests of youth in
key to their own success: they see themselves as toothe morality of society as a whole (see also Auslan-
‘‘foolish’’ to vote (even when of age to do so), andder 1993; Niehaus 1998; Argenti 1998). Youth, par-
unable to diagnose or treat ailments of social origintially disarticulated from their own domestic realms,
(notably witchcraft). It is not remarkable then thatpartially in them, not yet vested in new ones, are in
the most severe disturbances to rock Botswana re-a highly ambiguous position in relation to these vari-
cently, involving extensive rioting, surrounded theous spheres. In the past in southern Africa and else-
murder of a schoolgirl. Those accused were seekingwhere, they were expected to act on behalf of the
material ‘‘development’’ through illegitimate means;larger society, as warriors, participants in national
the clash and engagement of disparate forms ofceremonial, and contributors to public works (see
knowledge reveals the new generational cleavages ofDurham 1998). But they also could represent the
postcolonial society.not-quite-socialized, amoral yet potent forces of un-

domesticated nature—forces drawn upon by others As Wohl (1979) has shown for political and
for witchcraft or for rituals of strengthening. Ras- philosophical movements after World War I in Eu-
mussen writes of Tuareg events in which youth as rope, the conceptualization of cohorts and genera-
quite literally a performed phenomenon, evinced dra- tional experience is deeply embedded in a politics of
matically in particular forms of music and ceremony, history (see Werbner 1998). This is a politics of the
emphasizes the manner in which youth transcend lo-present in which the past becomes a moral represen-
cal social strictures and structures. The musical in-tation and the present held up against it. Claims to
struments themselves associated with youth evoke athe position of youth, claims about the nature of
variety of transcendences, drawing in spirits of theyouth, and moral claims about youth are centrally
wild, and moving people towards heaven, promotinginvolved in the reinvention of political and social
the blurring of caste boundaries, and inviting as-space. They are used to mobilize similar kinds of
sociations between kin groups and localities. Theytemporal frameworks, in the negotiations of what
bridge the local and the nation/state, and also makekinds of power are available and where they can be
connections with the transnational. The capacity toexercised, and by whom. In the wake of World War
transcend, to draw in the exotic, to forge relationsI, the discourse of youth, and of the ‘‘lost genera-
across localities has become central in the rapidlytion’’ (a term also often used for youth in Africa at
changing politics and economies of the end of thethe end of the twentieth century, see Cruise O’Brien
twentieth century. 1996), was part of the grounds of fascism, commu-

One of the important fields of power over nism, and the political struggles leading to the sec-
which disputes, debates, and social deictics take ond world war. The discourse of youth is just as
place is knowledge (see, for example, Murphy critical across Africa today—indeed the recurrence
1980); the discourse of knowledge and what kind of of the term ‘‘lost generation’’ is not insignificant—
agency and where it can be exercised is central to and the consequences just as great. Youth enter po-
all the articles here in Part 1 and in Part 2. In con- litical space as saboteurs—as political actors whose
trast to the stereotype of maturing as a process of politics is to open up discourses on the nature of so-
gaining knowledge, an Islamic elder (in Rasmussen’s ciety in its broadest and most specific terms. The ar-
article) depicts his aging as a process of forgetting ticles in Parts 1 and 2 are intended to open up dis-
(and learning): ‘‘I have forgotten everything that I cussion of youth in Africa, shaped at the varied and
did during my youth.’’ In the twentieth century complex conjunctures of power, knowledge, concep-
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tualizations of personhood and agency, and the polit- ics of morality and society.

NOTES
1New York Times, 24 May 2000, ‘‘Violent student demon- litical space.

stration in Niger despite union appeal.’’ See also Cruise O’’Brien 3Statistics are taken from the UNDP web page,
(1996) on student strikes for better opportunities. www.undp.org/popin/wdtrends/p98/p98.htm, which I read in July

2I thank Francis Nyamnjoh for suggesting this term and 2000.
pressing me to articulate more youth’s potential to sabotage po-
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